Decision by the Director of the Service Facilities Administration of 23/04/2020

Discount on the price of accommodation from 01/05/2020

Based on the extraordinary situation, and upon consultation with the school's management and discussion with the Quaestor of the Czech Technical University in Prague, the Service Facilities Management Commission and other student representatives, I have decided on the following measure:

1) Effective from 01/05/2020 to 31/05/2020, a discount of 70% on the price of accommodation will be provided to all students who are temporarily not using their accommodation in the dormitories of the Czech Technical University in Prague (i.e. they departed from their residence, leaving their personal items in the room) and have travelled to their homes.

2) Students to whom the discount on accommodation for May 2020 applies will receive it retrospectively, for the month of May.
   If, during the month of May, the student physically returns to the dormitory, they will be charged the full accommodation fee for the entire month. If it is discovered that a student is drawing the discount wrongfully, they will have to pay an additional accommodation fee so that they pay 100% of the price, including penalties (in the case of a late payment), and they will be issued with a Notification of the Breach of a Quarantine Measure.

3) If the resident wishes to terminate their stay prematurely, they will be allowed to terminate it without submitting a notice, and they will be refunded their security deposit.

4) If a student of the Czech Technical University in Prague or another school terminated their stay during the extraordinary measures against the spread of the coronavirus, the student will be offered the option of making a reservation for the 2020/2021 academic year. If this student requests accommodation in the 2019/2020 academic year, they will be provided with accommodation as long as the extraordinary measures against the spread of the coronavirus allow it.

5) In collaboration with the Hygiene Station, we will place residents who are suspected of having been infected with COVID-19 in quarantine in Novoměstský Hotel, Řeznická 4, Prague 1.

6) A new decision by the Director of the Service Facilities Administration will be issued for the period from 01/06/2020.

Mr. Petr Mourek, MSc
Director of the SFA CTU in Prague